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Fasterholt Maskinfabrik is the 
world’s leading manufacturer of 
self-moving irrigation machines



Technical data for FM 2500:

Size of hose:    max 500/100 mm – max 550/110 mm
Total length:    810 cm
Length without 
pull:     475 cm
Height:     365 cm
Total weight w. water: 5.500 kg
Wheel gauge:    mid-mid:  162 cm cm

Size of wheels:    rear wheel: 11.2”x28”x8 PR  
     front wheel: 900/16”/6 PR

Dealer:

 Manufacturer: 
 Fasterholt Maskinfabrik A/S · DK-7330 Brande · Tel. +45 9718 8066
 www.fasterholt.dk
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The by-pass valve with built-in filter controls the speed. 
This machine is also equipped with a stop for negative 
pressure.

The computer cabinet, which provides protection from the 
elements, is equipped with the Nortoft Konstant Regn 6 
with pre-and post-irrigation and speed control.

Note the reliable 6-leveraged MF 35 gearbox and the solid 
rear axle, on which FM2500 machine is built.

FM 2500 is like all the other irrigators from Fasterholt 
Maskinfabrik equipped with the highly reliable and cost-
less Nelson SR 150 gun. Here the gun is fitted with solar 
to charge the battery (optional).

Here are the two galvanized control levers for belt tension 
and also the brake lever on the hose drum. Please note 
the front axle, built up with parts from MF 33.
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FM 2500 is patterned after the Fasterholt machines well-
known and reliable principles. This means among other 
things that:

◆ The part-power turbine pulls the oil pump, that by the 
oil-engine draws directly on the gear shaft of the tractor 
part

◆ The Konstant Regn-computer ensures constant forward 
speed, pre-and post-irrigation, monitoring, and also 
calculate the driving time and how many meters of hose 
that is laid out

◆ Over- and negative-pressure switch can be supplied 
upon request.


